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Audio Message The Change of Season Brings More Opportunities!

As we come to the end of the summer season, it is important to thank supporters of the Buy American
Made Campaign and American Workers Radio for helping to spread the message of our efforts to
restore jobs in the United States of America. There is no doubt that we are in a time of change in
America and because so many Americans have been speaking up, we continue to receive a growing
amount of support from radio and television broadcasters, newspapers, Internet sites and tens of
millions of individuals promoting our message.

Expanding businesses making, distributing and selling products with Made in the U.S.A. labels is not
only being discussed but actions are being taken to expand manufacturing lines to meet the demand of
consumers for products made and assembled in the United States.

RIGHT NOW 70% of America’s economy is still based on
Americans spending their dollars on purchasing products
and services.  If 70% of our nation’s economy represent
Americans purchasing durable goods like clothing, household
needs, electronics and hundreds of others, it would be best if
70% of the purchases we make represent products made in
America so we can restore tens-of-millions of additional jobs
for American workers.

Manufacturing what we use on a regular basis was the cornerstone of America’s economy for hundreds
of years. Restoring the cornerstone of America is what our movement has been all about for many
years. Thanks for looking at labels and spending more of your dollars on American made, which
will help restore jobs for working-age and able-bodied Americans who want to be able to support
themselves and their families.

Thanks for spreading the word and invite others to support our efforts. For more information
visit:  AmericanWorkersRadio.com, which has several links promoting ways to support American
workers and America’s economy.

This is Michael Blichasz.  Every Wednesday from 11 A.M. to 12 noon, tune in to American Workers
Radio on 860 AM serving Philadelphia and the Tri-State area. You can also listen live or to
rebroadcasts from anywhere in the world from the easy access links located on the front page
of: AmericanWorkersRadio.com.


